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‘Culture’ Review: To Remix Is Human
The story of artistic creativity is one of unexpected connections, surprising transmissions and endless

borrowing.

A scene from a 2019 production of ’Xuanzang’s Pilgrimage’ at the Kennedy Center in
Washington, D.C.
PHOTO: GETTY IMAGES

By Boyd Tonkin
Jan. 27, 2023 11:01 am ET

Unless you have a heart of flint, a special exhibition now at London’s Victoria &
Albert Museum should raise a smile within seconds of arrival. Videos of the
singer-rapper Psy greet visitors as the portly but nimble superstar bounces
acrobatically through the moves of his world-conquering 2012 single, “Gangnam
Style.”

Psy’s satire on the cash-splashing pretensions of upscale Seoul opens “Hallyu! The
Korean Wave,” a show devoted to Korean pop culture as it has exploded, in the
wake of a state-led plan, into a global phenomenon. The K-Pop cult also supplies
Martin Puchner, a Harvard professor of comparative literature, with the final
exhibit in his own display of border-busting cultural icons: one that stretches in
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time from an Egyptian bust of Queen Nefertiti, ca. 1345 B.C., to the Scottish artist
Katie Paterson’s “Future Library,” a collection of original literary works that will
remain unread until 2114.

Half-quoting Martin Luther King Jr., Mr.
Puchner argues in “Culture: The Story of
Us, From Cave Art to K-Pop” that “the
arc of cultural history bends toward
circulation and mixture.” His book
gathers an imaginary museum of
selected texts, artifacts and artworks
—music, apart from Korean pop, seldom
features—from across three millennia.
This episodic history of human
creativity is framed as a tale of endless
encounters, exchanges and

transmissions.

For Mr. Puchner, “culture thrives on syncretism, not on purity, on borrowing
cultural forms rather than locking them away.” It needs to mix and match because
its rocky road through time is strewn with blockages and breakages:
“interruptions and recoveries all the way back.” As he gently upbraids the
“purists and puritans” who shut creativity in local boxes, Mr. Puchner eschews
the rhetoric of “cultural appropriation.” Although “everything comes from
somewhere,” exclusive claims of origin—of arts or ideas—often mask a bid for
“superiority and ownership.” Rather, culture operates as a “huge recycling
project,” as messy as that metaphor implies.

Tracing cross-cultural patterns of “surprising connections and subterranean
influences,” Mr. Puchner shows how hard it can be to tell where the love of other
cultures ends and theft from them begins. Take the Massachusetts-born scholar
and collector Ernest Fenollosa (1853-1908). As a taste-maker in Meiji-era Japan,
he documented and preserved that country’s national treasures. He also profited
from the art he revered, “buying cheap and selling dear.” Mr. Puchner finds this
exemplary career from the first era of globalized commerce at once “admirable
and reprehensible.”

GRAB A COPY

Culture: The Story of Us, From Cave Art to
K-Pop

By Martin Puchner
W. W. Norton & Company

384 pages
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Other sections in the book measure the
imbalances of “lopsided exchange”
between unequal societies. These range
from the Spanish conquistadors’
exposure to the Aztec and Inca cultures
they vanquished to the linguists of the
East India Co. who cherished the past of
plundered lands. Yet once a channel is
opened, cultural influence often flows
both ways. The ancient Romans deferred
to the Greeks they ruled, perfecting “the
art of the graft” as the masters became
the students. Emperors paid homage to
Athenian philosophers while Virgil’s
epic “Aeneid” fabricated a “false

backstory” of Greek and Trojan ancestry for the dominant power. Two millennia
later, the Nigerian writer Wole Soyinka drew on the Greek and Shakespearean
models he had studied within a colonial education system to lay bare the tragedy
of imperial rule in his play “Death and the King’s Horseman” (1975). Mr. Puchner
praises transfers, fusions and translations of all kinds and insists that culture
progresses through mash-ups, not face-offs. For him, “borrowing cultural
products can be an immense source of strength.”

His book charts currents of art and thought that run in many geographical
directions. Through the seventh-century travels of the writer-monk Xuanzang—
the source of Wu Cheng’en’s classic 16th-century novel “Journey to the West”—
Mr. Puchner follows the fate of Indian Buddhism in China and reflects on the
“yearning for the source” of art or faith that drives cultural pilgrimage. Similarly
the “Kebra Nagast,” the sacred chronicle of Ethiopian Christians, shows what
African believers made of the biblical liaison between King Solomon and the
Queen of Sheba—and how such “strategic borrowing,” in this case from Jewish
sources, may act as both homage and resistance. However, Mr. Puchner’s hurry to
define any work through its external web of connections—its foreign relations,
not internal affairs—can narrow the focus. So George Eliot’s “Middlemarch”
becomes an offshoot of debates about progress and the “new science of the past”
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emerging from Germany, with Dorothea Brooke’s grand journey into selfhood,
choice and freedom pushed into the background.

Mr. Puchner’s style is amiable, accessible and eager to sidestep culture-war
flashpoints. The result, fluent and engaging as it is, sometimes illustrates the
diplomatic delicacy of current academic prose. Nigeria may have suffered “the
horrors of colonialism,” but the kingdoms toppled by early Arab Muslim
conquests in the seventh and eighth centuries merely “recognized the advantages
of becoming part of a single trade-based empire.” Theological terms such as
“irenic” and “ecumenical” come to mind; aptly, perhaps, for a writer who
correctly grasps that art and religion have entwined over much of human history.
His synoptic handbook of the cultural past has something in common, too, with
the medieval genre of the summa, which he explores. This was the sort of
“synthesis of available knowledge” compiled, for instance, by the philosopher-
polymath Ibn Sina in 11th-century Bukhara and Isfahan.

Mr. Puchner’s own stance as a cultural encyclopedist has its roots in a rich
German, then American, tradition of comparative literary studies. He cites
Goethe, who first spoke of a coming age of world literature in 1827. A previous
book of Mr. Puchner’s, “The Written World” (2017), applied a similar technique to
a shelf of ancient and modern texts. Here, with an even wider remit, he blends the
anthropological view of cultural expression with what he calls the “pinnacles of
culture” approach: one that maps a limited canon of masterworks as they stride
across the centuries. He suggests that “the two notions of culture could be
combined.”

This reader-friendly book—with its scrutiny of creators and communities alike—
does just that. At moments, a more sombre tone intrudes. Mr. Puchner dwells on
“latecomer” cultures that are overawed by the giants who came before. Even the
Aztecs copied their Olmec forerunners. That belatedness may breed either
nostalgic ancestor worship or anxious resentment. Images of iconoclasm stud
these pages, from Plato’s incineration of the tragedy he wrote after he shunned
the impiety of the theater to the great Buddha statues of Bamiyan, blown up by
the Taliban in 2001. Virgil’s “Aeneid” ranks as “the epic of a latecomer.”

Behind Mr. Puchner’s upbeat paean to cross-cultural give-and-take you hear
whispers of fear—fear of a new age of iconoclastic closure, in which grudging
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Appeared in the January 28, 2023, print edition as 'Crib, Borrow or Steal.'
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latecomers reject the arts of far away and long ago and choose isolation over
circulation. But that may be another story, for a darker book.

—Mr. Tonkin, a former literary editor of the Independent, is the author of “The 100
Best Novels in Translation.”
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